CAN ID

Description
BMS Thermistor
Thermistor Module Broadcast (High /
ID + 0 (NOTE #2) Low Values)
Local Thermistor
Thermistor Module Broadcast (All
ID + 1 (NOTE #2) Values)
Relative Thermistor
Thermistor Module Broadcast (All
ID + 2 (NOTE #2) Values)

Freq [ms]

Length

100

4

100

4

100

8

Byte #1

Byte #2
Byte #3
Byte #4
Byte #5
Byte #6
Thermistor value (8 Fault Present (on Checksum 8-bit
High / Low indicator bit signed, units are entire module, 1 = (sum of all bytes +
(NOTE #3)
1°C)
yes, 0 = no)
ID + length)
Thermistor ID
Thermistor value (8 Fault Present With Checksum 8-bit
relative to local bit signed, units are This Thermistor (1 = (sum of all bytes +
module (NOTE #4)
1°C)
yes, 0 = no)
ID + length)
Thermistor ID relative to all configured Thermistor value (8 Fault Present With Highest Thermistor Lowest Thermistor
bit signed, units are This Thermistor (1 = ID on the module ID on the module
Thermistor Modules (NOTE #5)
1°C)
yes, 0 = no)
(zero based)
(zero based)

Notes
Note #1
Note #2

All messages are transmitted continuously with the provided frequency. No polling or requesting is required.
All CANBUS message IDs listed above are relative to the "CAN ID" parameter configured on the Thermistor Module with the included utility.
The default value for this ID is 0x80 (so in this example the above messages would transmit on IDs 0x80, 0x81 and 0x82).

Note #3

This value will rotate between 2 values based on the "Expansion Module #" setting configured on the Thermistor Module with the included
utility with an offset of 5 (meaning the value will never be below 5). The lower value indicates the Lowest Thermistor temperature and the
higher value indicates the Highest Thermistor temperature. For example, if this module is configured as Module #1 then the value will switch
between 5 and 6 representing the lowest and highest thermistor temperatures respectively. If the module is configured as module #2 then it will
switch between 7 and 8, etc.

Note #4

This value will loop through all the thermistors loaded on the Thermistor Module. Thermistors that are not loaded (enabled) via the Thermistor
Utility will be skipped by this message. The value is zero based so if thermistor 1 on the module is loaded / enabled then the first ID transmitted
will be 0. Once all loaded thermistors values are transmitted the message will loop back and start with the first thermistor. This will continue
indefinitely.

Note #5

This value will loop through all the thermistors loaded on the Thermistor Module just like as described above in NOTE #4. The difference is that
this value will be relative to the configured "Expansion Module #" setting configured on the Thermistor Module with the included utility. If the
thermistor module is configured as Expansion Module #1 then the lowest thermistor will start with ID of 0. If the module is configured as Module
#2 then the lowest thermistor will start with an ID of 80, and so on.

Byte #7

Byte #8

RESERVED

Checksum 8-bit
(sum of all bytes +
ID + length)

